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Advanced Low Thrust Propulsion System

The Space Transportation System (STS) will be the principal means of launching USAF
spacecraft beginning in the 1980's. Since it is manned and reusable it provides new
opportunities for unique approaches for cost effective utilization of its capabilities.
The STS also places additional requirements and constraints on advanced spacecraft

deployment systems that did not previously exist for expendable launch vehicles. To
fully utilize these new capabilities designers must be prepared by having cost-effective
technologies available. Martin Marietta Corporation under contract to the Air Force

Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (F04611-79-C-0032) performed a study to identify advanced
propulsion technology that would provide flexibility, performance, and economic benefits
to future Air Force missions.

The figure shown is an artist concept of an advanced low thrust propulsion system

delivering a Large Space System from the Shuttle orbit to high earth orbit. This
LO2/LH2 stage with a torus IX) 2 tank and 500 IbI pump fed engine is high on the
list of propulsion technology.
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Study Oround Rules and Assunpti0ns

The study around rules and assumptions are presented here. Emphasls was placed on
the military requirements for space missions planned from 1985 to the year 2000. 8ASA
missions that complemented the DOD missions were also considered. In most cases all the
Non-DOD (aASA, connercla! & forelsn) missions complement DOD with the exception of

planetary missions. Therefore all planetary missions were excluded.

All of the missions were assumed to operate out of the Shuttle with performance and
constraints defined in JSC 07700, "Space Shuttle Systems Payload Accommodations". All
spacecraft deployment performance requirements are deltas from the standard Shuttle
circular orbit of 160 nautical miles. By statement of work advanced STS capabillty such
as the Advanced Hilltary Space Flight Capability or Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV)
were not evaluated.

Study Ground Rules and Assumptions
I

Emphasison Military Requirements1985to the Year2000

ConsiderNASAPlanningThatComplementsDODGeocentric

STSBaselineCapabilityJSC07700

- ETR;65,000Ib, 160n miCircularat28.5deg
- WTR;32,000lb, 160n miCircularat98deg

AdvancedSTSCapabilityNotConsidered

- HeavyLiftLaunchVehicle(HLLV).
- AdvancedMilitarySpaceFlightCapability

PropulsionConceptsConsidered

- LiquidCryogenicandStorable(SOAandASOA)
- Electric(SOAandASOA)
- Solid(SOA}
- Combinations
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Total Mission Catalo R

The results of the Phase I mission characterization are presented here. The mission
model contains low energy missions, high energy missionsp and future missions which
include large space systems. The quantity of missions are indicated in each area and is
separated between DOD and NASA which includes commercial and foreign. As can be seen
some missions are very large in weight such as the Solar Power Satellite while others
require large amounts of delta velocity such as the manned mission to geosynchronous.
The low energy NASA missions include deploy (D), retrieve (R), and visit (V).

The Large Space Systems (LSS) are indicated by the solid triangles and circles for
DOD and NASA respectively.

Total Mission Catalog
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Total Hission Catalog

To capture these missions different deployment techniques were evaluated to
determine single shuttle capability as well as multiple shuttle capability using

multiple spacecraft system. This figure compares the performance capability of the
different propulsion systems. The figure includes both state-of-the-art technology and
advanced technology such as the advanced liquid with 504 seconds specific impulse

representing the upper limit for chemical propulsion (LF2/LII2), excluding the use of
metal additives which can increase the performance an additional 40 seconds. As can be
seen in the figure there are Large Space Systems that cannot be captured or satisfied by
s single shuttle launch.

Total Mission Catalog ,,,
PropulsionOptions
DeployOnly
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Acceleration snd ISP Effects on Delta Veloclt 7

Large Space Systems deployed in low earth orbit and transferred to higher orbits
require low thrust to keep from exceeding their structural capability. The impact of
low thrust to weight on delta velocity required is presented here. As thrust decreases
to meet the LSS g-level requirements (0.05 gs) the delta velocity required to
geosynchronous orbit increases due to burn inefficiencies. One way to increase
performance or reduce the delta velocity required is by multiple perigee burns. The
three curves are for I, 4, and 8 perigee burns at sn Isp of 400 seconds. If initial
thrust to weight is at or above 0.25 g's the effects of low thrust are negligible.
Using this initial point and the final burn out g-level of 3.2 for non-LSS spacecraft
results in a thrust level of approximately 15,000 Ibf whereas the g-level for LSS
spacecraft requlrs a thrust level of approximately 500 Ibf.

Acceleration and ISP Effects on Delta Velocity
II
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Liquid Chemical Propulsion Vehicles for LSS

Presented here is a sunnary of the Large Space Systems requirements and the
resulting vehicle requirements. With the exception of two DOD missions the spacecraft
descriptions were very general with regard to orbiter packaging. The spacecraft were
defined as simply one or more shuttle orbiters rut1. A total o£ 35 spacecraft were
identified of which 27 are DOD. The stages were sized for the stage plus &irbcrne
Support Equipment (ASE) and spacecraft delivery capability to equal 659000 Ibs. Mission
durations were defined as a alnimum of 8 days to a maxiwum of 60 days. The mlnimum
value was established as spproxi--tely 7 days in shuttle orbit for spacecraft deployment
and checkout and approximately I day (31 hrs for 8 perigee burns) for transfer to
seosynchronous orbit. The 60 days was based on the requirement to assemble stages in
low earth orbit to satisfy the impulse required for the larger LSS missions.

Six vehicle confisuratlons were selected to compare the relative economic benefits
of storable propellents and cryogenic propellants including an advanced combination,

throttleable engine, trlpropellant, and a mlnlmun length cryogenic stage with torus
LO2 tank.

A mission capture analysis was performed for each candidate configuration with the
results shown here. As indicated the lowest capture results from the advanced
propellant candidate. However, the difference is small compared to the three
LO2/LH2 concepts. The storable and trlpropellsnt capture results are math higher
due to the lower performance.

Liquid Chemical Propulsion Vehicles
for Large Space Systems

MissionDescription VehicleRequirements

- SpacecraftWeightRange- 6,000to 300,000Ibm - LowThrust (500Ibf)
- g-Level- O.05to I. 0 - Spacecraft+ Stage+ ASE-_05,000Ibm
- All SICFill OrbiterBayExceptfor 2 DOD - 14ft Diax 34ft.Length(Max)

- DOD8 Missions/27SIC - MissionDuration(8 Daysto 60Days)
- NASA8 Missionsl8SIC - 9 BurnsTotal(Max),AV - 14,600ftls

SixConceptsIdentified ShuttleFlights

Length,ft DOD NASA

- Baseline(N204/MMH) 15.1 177 56

- Tripropellant(CLFs/N2H4/LH2) 25.4 156 52

- MaxPerf(LO2/LH2) 22.7 134 47

- MaxPerf(LF2/LH2) 18.4 132 45

- Throttleable(LO2/I.H2) 22.3 134 47

- MinimumLength(LO2/LH2) - TORUS 17.0 134 47
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Mission Capture Ground Rules

The mission capture 8round rules used for the study are shown in the accompanying
table.

Mission Capture Ground Rules

NoDODandNASAMixing

ForGrouping,the PayloadMustFlyin the SameYear

LaunchSiteMust Bethe Same

AvailableShuttleLength60- 4 ft =56ft

MaximumDiameter=14ft

PayloadAdapterLength2 ft

PayloadAdapter Weight10%of Payload(Maximumof I000 Ib)

GroupedPayloadsRequireDiameterSpacingof I ft

SingleShuttleFlights

Reusable- ExpendOnlyWhenRequiredfor Delivery

StageDryWeightContingency10%

Flight PerformanceReserve2%(ACPS10°7o)

ASE3,000to 5,000Ib Basedon Diameter(ExistingStagesUseActuals)
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LCC AnalTsis

To quantify the benefits of advanced technology Life Cycle Cost (LCC) was developed
for each propulslon candidate based on the mission capture results. The approach to
costing the propulsion candidates was to review the previous storable and cryogenic
Space Tug studies and deteruiue the major cost elements. In addition cost differences

were reviewed to determine how cost would be affected by the different propulsion stage
candidates. Applicable Cost Estimating Relationships (CER) were then obtained and the
concepts costed based on the mission capture analysis. The costs are presented in 1980
dollars wlth a 95Z learning curve applied.

LCC Analysis
I

Approach

ReviewStorableandCryogenicTugStudies

- DetermineMajorCostElementsandCostDifferences

- ObtainApplicableCERs

- CostConceptsAccordingly

GroundRules

FY80$

RefurbishmentCost31TI.ofUnit (Reuse)

955LearningCurve

liT/.ContingencyFactoron All Configurations

ReliabilityLoss(Sensitivity)

- LCCfor ResupplyIncludesTwoDeltaMissionsLost
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LCC Cost Areas

The major cost elementa included are: RDT&E, investment or production, operations,

and shuttle launch cost. The sub-elements include avionics, atructures_ thermal_
propulsion (tanks, engine, propellant feed, preasurlutlon, attitude control propulsion
system, and propellant), Airborne Support Equipment (ASE), systems enslneering _ and
project management.

The costs not included are technology development, spares and logistics (which are
small) facilities, and Ground Support Equipment (GSE). For facilities and GSE it was
assumed that exlstlns systems would be used or any changes would be similar for each
concept. An advanced propellant loading facility was found to be small ( 0.1Z)
compared to the total LCC.

LCC Cost Areas

TheFollowingElementsAre Includedin Our CostAnalysis:

MajorElements Subelements
RDT&E - Avionics - ASE
Investment - Structures - SystemsEngineering
Operations - Thermal - ProjectManagement
Refurbishment(Reuse) Propulsion - Reliability(Sensitivity)
ShuttleLaunchCost Tanks

Engine
Propellant Feed
Pressurization
ACPS
Propellant

CostElementsNot Included:

- TechnologyDevelopment - AdvPropellantLoadingEquipment
- Spares (RDT&E,'v$3.9M Unit ._,$2.8M)
- Logistics - GSE(AssumedSimilar for EachConcept)
- Facilities(UseExisting/Changes

Similar for EachConcept)
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LSS Conclusions for Liquid Chemical Vehicles

Based on the mission capture analyses and LCC conclusions were reached regarding

advanced technology for the LSS category of missions.

For the six stage configurations evaluated the LCC results are presented here. The
results indicate that the cryogenic stage configurations are significantly lower cost
than the storable and tripropellant. There are also no LCC advantages for a
throttleable engine; however, interaction with the large space system due to dynamic
effects may prove to be beneficial. It can also be seen that there are no LCC
advantages for advanced propellants and no LCC advantage or penalty for the short torus

LO2 tank stage. This in part is due to the LSS mission de£initions which in all but
two DOD cases the spacecraft filled the Orbiter independent of the stage. However, from
other studies performed by Martin Marietta as well as other mission categories in this
study the importance of length is recognized. It is also important that the conclusions
for DOD and NASA missions are the same.

LSS Conclusions for Liquid Chemical Vehicles

10 .__.,
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$B _ _ _°_N_'_
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2
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Chemical Propulsion Technolosy Requirements

As a result of this study the recommended chemical propulsion technology is low

thrust/high performance pump fed engines combined with torus propellant tank
technology. Neither of these technologies exist in a mature form and are required to
meet the Large Space System requirements of the near future. The thrust level is
approximately 500 Ibf and the key technology areas include small pumps, high chamber
pressure, engine cooling, engine life in excess of 5 hours, and large gimbal
capability. Torus tanks have not been constructed in 14 ft diameters and the propellant
acquisition feed and thermal management has not been evaluated and demonstrated in these
sizes or with cryogenic propellants. Summarized here are the configuration concept and
key propulsion technologies. The engine performance has been updated to an lap of 466
based on a point design provided by Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company under subcontract to
Hnrtin Harietta Corporation on the AFRPL study effort. The engine utilizes a staged
combustion dual preburner engine cycle with a chamber pressure of I000 pals.

The torus LO2 tank was selected over other configurations based on an assessment
of other tank arrangements including parallel tanks, tandem tanks, and common domes.

The LO2/LR 2 combination was also compared to LO2/LCH 4 and found to provide
nearly I/3 more performance and for our mission model resulted in LO2/LR 2 being the
lowest life cycle cost candidate.

Chemical Propulsion Technology Requirements
I

ConfigurationConcept ---- 14.0 ft-----_ t KeyPropulsionTechnology

T" _-/ EnginePerformanceDemonstration_LO2/LH2PumpFed12.6ft 1 Oft - Thrust --5001bf

- Gimbal=+I0deg

LO2 =496ft3 - Life= 5.4 hrs
Small Pumps
- MixtureRatioControl

Notes:PropellantLO2/LHz, MR=6.0 High ChamberPressure
Engine:ConstantThrust - Pc=1000psi
E --"400:1,Pc- 1000psi, 96%Eft, ISP =466sec - E =400:1

Burns " 9, _V - 14,500ft/s LargeTorusTank
7 DayShuttle Orbit - 14ft Diameter
TransferTime- 31Hours - WeightandManufacturing
2%Flight PerformanceReserve - PropellantManagement
10"/oACPSPropellantMargin
Self-Pressurizationwith HeliumTankfor Start
StageWeight- 44,940Ibs
MassFraction- O.856
PayloadDelivery= 17,060Ibs
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Orbiter Payload c| Envelope Durln_ &L_rt

It should be noted that the large orbit transfer vehicles will require propellant
dump as sho_m here. The most erltlcat abort mode because of the time available is the
ascent abort. This mode assumes one engine out on the Orbiter which must immediately
return to the launch site since it cannot achieve orbit. The dump philosophy is to dump
during powered flight above 150,000 ft. This period was selected because it provides
the highest beneficial g forces, eli_nates possible Orbiter ingestion, minimizes dump
thrust impact on Orbiter control, minimizes the effect of center of gravity change on
the Orbiter, end the propellant orientation relative to the dump outlet is the same for
on-orbit dump. All vehicles Rust dump oxidizer to stay within the Orbiter center of
gravity constraints. For this reason, parallel redundancy is required in the oxidizer
system. Fuel could also be dumped; however, this imposes additional requirements on the
dump pressurization system as well as requiring another set of large dump lines
impacting both the stages and Orbiter. Fuel can be dumped on-orbit when tiue is
available. For the cryogenic stases LR2 disposal is by boil-off rather than draln;
therefore, a horizontal vent is requlred.

Orbiter Payload cg Envelope
During Abort for ASDS Vehicles

65kMaxPayloadWt
Conclusions

O0 - All Vehiclesin Aft Location
MustDump II min Length

- All VehiclesCanMeetEnvelope --I,_. I.,-8.3 ft
50 byDumpingOxidizerOnly

- All Vehicles(ExceptCatII N2041MMH) NZ041MMHx Are Below32,000IbAfter Dump
---=40 - StageImpactof DumpHardware
z: LessThan100Ib ',atIII Min. Length
.__ Assumptions _ 17ft
_: 30 - Fuelccjat Geometric
"_ CentersofTanks LandingWt
'_ 2/LH2o LO

- VehiclesatAft EndofOrbiter
¢o

o_ 20 - S/CccjatGeometricCenters

ASEatVehicles'Initial IV maxLenqth
32.4 ft

10

Shuttle , , , , , ,
Sta P82 702 822 942 ]062 1182 1302

Longitudinalco_Envelope
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Electric Propulsion Vehicles for LSS

The electric propulsion analysis included five stage concepts utilizing various
power options as shown here. The power options include nuclear and solar with
consideration of power on the stage or spacecraft. Many of the large spacecraft require
large amounts of power which can potentially be utilized by the electric propulsion
8ystem.

The stage definitions, mission capture analyses, snd Life Cycle Cost (LCC)
generation were prepared for comparison of the five concepts. The concepts include s
baseline mercury ion with a SO k_ solar power supply, three large inert gas (Xenon and
Argon) thruster systems (considered as next generation), and a magnetoplssmadynmnlc
(MPD) system utilizing a 200 KW nuclear power source. The stage concepts were coapared
on the basis of how well they can deliver the required spacecraft for the LSS sisslons
in terms of stages required, shuttle flights, and LCC.

The baseline 50 I_ SEPs concept using 30 cm mercury ion thrusters was sized to meet
s thrust to dra$ ratio of I0 for an assuaed 600 ft LSS in the minimum dra$ orientation.
This resulted in the selection of 8 BIMOD units to saxlalse thrust and packa$1n$
availability in the orbiter.

The number of stages and shuttle flights to capture the missions are also susmarised
here. The MPD has a slight increase in shuttle fllghts since the stage is carried up
separate from the spacecraft. However, the number of stages required are approxis-tely
half that of the other concepts due to the hisher performance of the MPD.

Electric Propulsion Vehicles for Large Space Systems
I

MissionDescription
- SpacecraftWeightRange=6,000to300,000Ibm
- g-Level,,O.0.5to 1.0
- All SICFill Orbiter BayExceptfor 2 DOD

DOD8 Missions127SlC
- NASA8 Missionsl8SlC

VehicleRequirements
Solar PowerVehiclesRequireI OMSKit
NuclearPowerVehiclesRequire20MS Kits
Spacecraft+ Stage+ ASE- .50,000Ibm(ExceptMPD)

- AV - 19,000ft/s to GEO
Stages Shuttle

FiveConceptsIdentified .ISP, sec Power,kW Lencjth,ft Req Flicjhts
BaselineSEPS(30cm HgION) 3020 50(Solar) 15.2 93 113
XenonIONThruster 1500 .50(Solar) 15.0 106 120
Argon IONThruster 1500 60(Solar) 15.0 106 120
Argon IONThruster 3000 76(Solar) 15.0 98 114
MPD 2400 200(Nuclear) 4.5.0 .53 122
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LSS Conclusions for Electric Propulsion Vehicles

From the llfe cycle cost •n•lysls the most economic•l electric propulsion =t•ge is
the MPD. When comp•red to the b•sellne SEPS the MPD stage is approximately 27Z lover
cost due to fever stages •nd shorter tr•nsfer time. The Argon large inert g•s thruster
st•ge is •pproxlm•tely 10Z lover cost. This is true for the DOD mission model •nd NASA
mission model indivldu•lly •s yell •s the total. It is signlfic•nt bec•use it shows
th•t the conclusions for DOD are unch•oged by NASA. This is effectively • sensitivity
• nalysls on the mission model since the DOD and NASA models differ in size, weight,
frequency, •nd orbits.

Comp•ring the l•rge inert gas thrusters to mercury ion show • slight cost advantage
which in part is due to the reduction in thruster quantity. The development of these
thrusters should not be on the basis of economic benefit, but on the b•sis of
environmental impact (inert gas versus mercury) •rid spacecr•ft contamination. The use
of Xenon propellant for orbit transfer is not justified due to its high cost and limited
availability.

LSS Conclusions for Electric PropulsionVehicles
I i |111 I
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- HighCost
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8- _ TransferApplication
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7 NASA - ReducedSpacecraftContaminationLCC
- MPDMostEconomicalElectricPropulsion

Summary,O
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- DODResultsUnchangedbyNASA
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•-4 -_
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Electric Propulsion Technology Requirements - MPD

The MPD key technology areas and stage configuration are su_mmrized here. The
thruster is the primary technology that should be pursued. Thrust level should be
maximized by improving efficiency at the expense of weight. Related subsystems include
power switching, energy storage, propellant management and thermal control, propellant
flow control and isolation, and packaging of the system in Shuttle with the power supply.

Electric Propulsion TechnologyRequirements-MPD

ConfigurationConcept KeyPropulsionTechnoloqy

_Secondary PowerProcessorRadiator Thruster Demonstration
./-_,-- "_-.._--Primary Radiator

,["'_ _ r-Support andLow - IncreaseThrust
,_.._'(>%' _"._ _'_\_',,_ //Voltage Bus Bar -_ ISP Range1500to 3000sec

....<._-_. , _ / NeutronShield Radiator MaximizeEfficiencyat Expense
- LifeRequired...15,000 hr

.. ___-_ Control
upport__.../- Actuators RelatedSubsystems

Inductor, _MPD -Power SwitchingGammaShieldand /J /// -- .
................ / / / I I inruslers

PropellantTank_'/ ///---Radiator EnergyStorage- PropellantManagementand

NeutronShield-/ _ hL_rNUnCnlearReactor ThermalControlThermionicConverters PropellantControland Isolation
Packagingof CompleteSystem

Length = 45ft (Including 8ft DinTank) NuclearPower

Notes: Power200kWNuclearPowerat 36Ib/kW Flight PerformanceReserve2%
Efficiency- 31"1oMPD, Processing- 90% TransferTime--651Days
Thrust - L067 Ibfwith ExtraThruster for ThrusterLife Required--15,625hr

Redundancy,ISP =2400sec5 StageWeight--35,220Ibs
AV = 19,000ftJs,g-Level- 10- MassFraction--0.?!
OrbiterCapability- 40,000Ibsat 425n mi PayloadDelivery--78,500Ibs
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Electric Propulsion Technology Requirements - ION

The technology requirements for the Argon large inert gas thrusters and
configuration concept are sum-.arized here. This system has the potential to reduce
contamination and environmental effects tl_st exist wlth mercury. The key technology
areas include propellant management, thermal control and isolation, and thruster
duration testing in the larger size and its effects on the discharge chamber and
cathodes both main and neutralizer.

Electric Propulsion Technology Requirements--ION
I I

ConfigurationConcept KeyPropulsionTechnolocjy

t Canister PropellantManagementandThermalControl

PropellantControland Isolation

_ rJl__.__] _. ThrusterDemonstration__- SizeDuration67cm11.6 ft 15ft = - Cathodes,Main &Neutralizer
-Solar Array

_--_10 ft 30ft 4

• lol. ISpacecraftlL15 ft Stage

Notes:

Solar Power- 76kW Flight PerformanceReserve2"1,
Thruster Power" 17.15kW,Eft=42"1o TransferTime- 819Days(Assuming30"1,Solar

Array DegradationPlus 5%Shadowing)
Thrust - 0.1088IbfEach, ISP - 3000sec EngineLife- 14,600hrs
PowerProcessingEft - 90_ 5 StageWeight- 12,670Ibs
AV " 19,000if/S, g-Level- 10- MassFraction.- 0.60
OrbiterCapability50,000Ibsat335n mi PayloadDelivery- 28,600Ibs
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E1ectrlc Propulsion Transfer Time from LEO to GEO

For DOD as well as NASA there are priority spacecraft and missions that must be

deZivered in the shortest possible time. Studies were conducted on the effect of
specific impulse and efficiency on transfer time. The study results showed that a
minimum transfer time of npproxlmtely 60 days to geosynchronous orbit is required to
achieve any menningfu! delivery capability such as 5000 lb. Shown here is an example of
the study results for an Isp = 2000 sec and efficiency of 57.5Z.

A significant cost factor in the LCC is the added spacecraft transfer time due to
the low thrust o£ the electric propulsion system. To account for this it is necessary
to both in£1ste and discount the dollar value of the spacecraft progr .._. We followed
DOD Directive 7041.3 on Economic Analysis in perforling this task and found that this
factor alone can be as high as I/3 of the LCC.

Electric Propulsion LEO to GEO Transfer Time in Days
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//PD Zsp Optlulution for 1501000 lb Spacecraft

The transfer tlme is deterge.ned by the syl tem weight (stage + spacecraft) and thrust
level. The higher the specific impulse the lower the stage weight or propel.lant
weight. However, thrust decreases with increasing specific iupulse by the followlng
equation:

F = 2n P

where:

F = thrust

P = electric power
n = efficiency (converting electric power to

thrust)

Isp = specific impulse
g = acceleratlon due to gravity

This decrease in thrust increases transfer tlme and the effect on life cycle cost.

Because of this effect specific impulse opti=isation studies were performed on both
the large inert gas thruster (Argon) stage concept and the NI>D concept. These results
show the opti_ specific impulse to be in the 1500 to 3000 second range as indicated
here for HPD. In this range the specific impulse is high enough to reduce shuttle
flights yet low enough to prevent the transfer tile fron negating the economic benefits
of electrlc propulslon.

MPD ISP Optimization for 150,000 Ib Spacecraft

500 _ TransferTimeComputation
- DODDirective7041.3

- 7%DeflationFactor
- 1_oDiscountFactor

400 _ - SIC ProgramCostof- $1B
- MinimizedTotalCost

_•."_ (Stacje&Shuttle+ TransferTime)
....,-

300
L.)

,--_ _TransferTime• _,_,
I--,

100

O0 I I I I I I I ;.IlO00 500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
ISP. sec
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Electric vs Chemical Propulsion

Comparing electric propulsion to chemical propulsion has shown that economic
advantages can be obtained when electric propulsion is utilized on very large delivery
weight systems, To better define the advantage of electric propulsion and the
spacecraft weight at which the advantage begins an analysis was performed as a function
of spacecraft weight independent of any mission model. The results of this analysis are
shown here and represent the transportation cost for the spacecraft and stage, stage
unit cost, end transfer time effect. The RDT&E for the stage is not included end the
cost is for a single spacecraft at the weight indicated being delivered to GEO. The
stages used for comparison are electric MPD and cryogenic LO2/LH2. The results show
the electric propulsion stage having significant economic advantage for spacecraft
greater than 60,000 Ibs. If the cost of transfer time is removed the advantage occurs
at a lower spacecraft weight of approximately 15,000 Ibs. This saving comes primarily
from reduced stages and shuttle flights due to the higher specific impulse yielding a

lower weight and volume for high impulse requirements.

Electric Versus Chemical Propulsion

I

ElectricPropulsionhasEconomicAdvantage
SICOver15,000Ib (wloTimeEffect)

500 -SIC Over 60,000 Ib (with TimeEffect)
ShieldingofSlCElectronicsNot Included

30O

.., 200
o /

r

e--
o

r-"

50 /
_LO2/LH2 /

3O

I I I I I I I I I I I

3 4 5 10,000 2 3 4 5 6 10C000 2 3 4 500,000
SpacecraftWeight,Ib
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